Rhymes & Chimes
poems by Robert Frost & carillon music
featuring Iowa State University Campanile-Carillon Model

Program

Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening

Stopping by Woods                                                                 Bruce W. Tippette (b. 1985)
Alice Pauly, soprano
Tin-Shi Tam, carillon

Atmosphere

Path of the Wind                                                                 Joe Hisaishi (b. 1950)
Tanner Smith, carillon

The Road Not Taken

River Flows in You                                                                Yiruma (b. 1978)
Ola Carnahan, carillon

Iris by Night

Over the Rainbow                                                                Harold Arlen (1905-1986)
Alice Pauly, soprano
Tin-Shi Tam, carillon

A Line-Storm Song

Song of Storms                                                                   Koji Kondo (b. 1961)
Tanner Smith, carillon

Tree at My Window

Lean on Me                                                                     Bill Withers (1938-2020)
Tin-Shi Tam, carillon
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